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WoodlandPioneers 2017 – Plenty of Smiles Between the Raindrops
In a break with the recent tradition of glorious sunshine, this year’s pioneers
saw the weather dampen conditions, but never spirits.

BHMAT wins The Royal Forestry Society’s Gold Award for Education
The Apprenticeship Trust overcame some tough competition to claim the top
prize for an educational organisation in 2016. Well done everyone!

A Few Words From The Apprentices
Poetry From Woodsmith and Wordsmith Stephen Anderson
Moss and Height Spring Wood + Chair’s Chunterings
An update from Rebecca Oaks on the progress of BHMATers work in the wood.
Followed by a BHMAT and national coppice picture round up.

AGM - 6th December at The Wheatsheaf, Beetham,
7pm – 6pm for Food - All Welcome!

Woodland Pioneers 2017
Jack Holden and Rachael Jepson
taught the cleft oak stool course
for first time attendees. Both of
them have just completed their
apprenticeships, and gave
presentations as part of their
graduation on the Tuesday
evening.

Tim Davis reprised his popular kuksa
carving course for apprentices and
veterans, with a help from Helen
Clarke. Nice to see Ian Taylor getting a
chance to join in as a participant this
year, passing on the cleft oak baton to
Jack so he could focus on making
something just a little bit smaller than
usual.

The weather wasn’t very cheerful,
unlike Alistair here carving the
finishing touches to his kuksa.

Woodland Pioneers 2017

Treening with Twiggy! (Hard to find
photos that aren’t of tops of heads!)

Split hazel baskets with Lorna

Riven oak panels with Owen

*There was also the one-day coppicing workshop out in the woods led by James and Sam,
inexplicably there are no pics...Who knows what went on out there?

BHMAT Wins Gold!

The Royal Forestry Society awarded the scheme top honours for 2016 in their
category for educational organisations, hurray! There’s so much hard work
done behind the scenes at BHMAT to make it what it is, and it’s fantastic (and
high time?!) there’s been some official recognition.
What they were looking for: “The Award is to encourage and reward schools,
colleges, universities and other recognised training providers who increase
awareness, understanding and skills related to the environmental, social and
economic potential of trees, woodlands and forests, and who may also
demonstrate the link between trees and wood products.”
What the judges said: " We were very impressed by the educational aims of the
scheme and the way in which the training pathway integrated the fundamental
elements of traditional coppice management, sound business management and
the development of novel markets. The overall vision for the scheme is being
realised through outstanding leadership.
"The use of a well-structured apprenticeship with support from established
mentors and sponsors is an excellent model for how
learning really works, leading to highly qualified
work-ready ‘graduates’ able to respond to the
challenges of the marketplace."
Top picture - BHMAT takeover the Coppice Co-op’s
yard - Taken on the day of the RFS visit
On the right – Twiggy and Kath collect the
certificate, trophy and £500!

Tim Davis, 3rd Year Apprentice.
Coppice Project Update
Nearing the end of my first year as BHMAT
apprentice I was fortunate enough to be offered a
plot of hazel that had not been managed for
around 30 years and was in need of restoration.
The plot is near Beamish Open air museum and
only 7 miles from where I live.
The hazel stand is a little over 1 acre standing in 12
acres of mixed deciduous woodland,
Over the last two winters I have been able to cut and process one third of the
plot. Overstood hazel is not that productive but I have still managed to produce
a wide variety of products from it. Hedging stakes and binders, Westmoorland
panels, decorative branches for shop displays, materials for green woodworking,
lots of charcoal, firewood and even Morris dancing sticks.
This summer I started to see the effects of my work come to fruition as the hazel
has regrown. Most notably the number of butterflies and birds using the sight
has increased dramatically. By the end of this year I should be nearly half way
through restoring the coppice and am actively seeking more areas to work.

Rachael Jepson
So long and thanks for all the fish
As my apprenticeship draws to a close I wanted to
thank everyone involved for helping me along my
journey. Without the fundraising and generous
donations I would not have been able to gain my
chainsaw tickets, attend timber framing courses, make
swill baskets and a whole host of other incredible
woodland things. I have also been able to purchase
tools to help set me up in business, but the best part of
it all for me personally is the people I have met along the way. The amazing
people that make up the BHMAT family have been an inspiration and friends
that I will continue to cherish.

A Snippet Of September
By Graeme Lindley, 3rd Year Apprentice
The beginning of Septembertime was spent
attending Woodland Pioneers, on two two-day
courses. The first two days were spent kuksa
carving with Tim Davis, assisted by Helen
Clarke. I got the chance to use some of Tim’s
lovely tools, learning various techniques to
produce kuksa - traditional Swedish drinking
vessels made from birch. The days were very
inspiring and I learnt a lot
The second two days were spent with Lorna Singleton making a split hazel
basket from a few hazel rods. I was guided through the techniques of riving
hazel strips and splints which were then used to construct a wonderful hazel
swallow type basket. This was also a very enjoyable course
Friday at Woodland Pioneers consisted of running two half-day besom broom
workshops for new attendees, teaching some really good people how to prepare
the material and make the brooms. We were all really pleased with the end
products.
Later in September I spent a weekend on a course with Giles Newman, who
guided the group through the techniques he uses to produce some wonderfully
beautiful wood carvings. I managed to produce a decorative wooden spoon with
the axe and carving knife
When the September courses were over it was back to crafting wares to sell at
weekends in the lovely village of Tockholes
Looking to the near future I’m hoping to do more coppice work as I did last year
at Moss and Height Spring Wood in Cumbria. I’m also looking into spending
some time in Cumbria looking for more opportunities of labour, experience,
helping hand and paid work. If any body can help me out give me a ring
07854651229, or send me an email chaoticcoppicecrafts@hotmail.com. What
will the future hold?

Confessions Of An English Oak Addict
The earliest written reference to cleft oak is in
Homer’s Odyssey: ‘he had fenced the whole length
from either hand with a closely set stockade of
split oak which he had taken from the dark part of
the logs.’
Thousands of years later, we can see oak woven
into our social and cultural history. It was the choice timber for an amazing array
of purposes: castles, cathedrals, barns, ships and mills, as well as the
manufacturing of glass, leather, baskets, barrels, food and furniture. Its
historical uses are vast, and its beauty and workability are matched by its
strength and durability to give oak the status of ‘sovereign tree’ of England.
Cleft oak is especially durable, being split or ‘riven’ down the grain rather than
sawn. The shining medullary rays so sought after in expensive ‘quarter sawn’
cabinetry run out radially, giving a route of weakness to split down the full
round into workable sections. Whilst maintaining the unbroken strength of the
wood cells running down the grain, this smooth surface has fewer weak points
compared to sawn wood and is resilient to disease. The simplicity of processing
oak trees down into useful parts in this way made it ideal for all sorts of rural
industries, as well as being the choice wood for the high end furniture market.
Cleaving oak today is as hard work as it ever has been. After three years of
working with oak practically every day, I still don’t trust I know what’s going to
be going on inside the tree, no matter how straight and clean the stem. Perhaps
that’s what is so intriguing about cleft oak work, you never know what the
finished piece is going to look like, it’s the tree that decides. The decades of
natural forces acting upon each individual tree are showcased in each cleft oak
product. It all feels pretty elemental.
The sweat and toil that go into splitting the tannic
fibres of oak sometimes leave you with a sense of
immensity, not just through the years of that tree,
but the memory of our relationship with oak through
the ages.
Jack Holden, Mountain Oak Woodcraft. 07708 526617 - mountainoakwoodcraft@gmail.com

Helen Clarke 2nd Year Apprentice
Right now is exactly the halfway point in my
apprenticeship, so perhaps a good time to take
stock of where I’ve been, and where I’m headed.
And so… the question...Where have I been?! It
strikes me the answer to that is all over the place!
The nature of my apprenticeship means I
regularly work with more than one sponsor,
predominantly Lakeland Coppice Products and
The Coppice Co-op, which has been great for
insight into different approaches and products.
Cleft oak is such a beautiful and unique material
Demonstrating at Halecat
to work with, it’s not hard to see why Ian’s
Woodland Festival earlier this year
previous apprentice Jack has turned out as he has
(see Confessions of an English Oak Addict.) With the Co-op, there’s more in
rotation hazel coppice to cut, and their model of producing a wide variety of
products for local markets (and some for Irish Vikings!) has been very inspiring.
Aside from that, there’s been plenty of work going on over at Rusland Horizons,
which is a community lead, three year, lottery funded landscape partnership
scheme in The Rusland Valley. They’ve run a suite of greenwood courses, many
of which I’ve attended either as a participant or assistant, and they hold regular
work parties restoring neglected coppice in the area which it has been great to
lend a hand with. Going forward I hope we can organise a regular greenwood
club to help the course participants practice and improve the skills they’ve
learnt. Perhaps I should say as well - they’re funding my training which is being
delivered by BHMAT so better get a thank you down in print!
The other strand woven in so far has been a little bit of work with oak swill. Both
Owen and Lorna have been very welcoming, not to mention patient, helping me
get a grounding in riving and dressing the oak. It’s fair to say my skills and
pockety baskets need improving, but it’s early days and there’s time yet.
Having said that, time goes so quickly, it seems like the blink of an eye since my
first day, spent at Moss and Height Spring moving wood. Looking to the future,
if there’s one certainty, it’s that there’ll be plenty more of that to come.

Words From The Woods
Stephen Anderson has become a familiar
and much-loved face at Woodland Pioneers
over the years, and as well as being very
handy at woodcraft, he’s equally talented
with wordcraft. At this year’s Pioneers I had
the good fortune to get to know Steve better
whilst we worked together on the kuksa
carving course. When I mentioned putting At this year's WP : Steve trying to get on
with his work whilst Helen peers over his
this newsletter together, we agreed a poem
shoulder!
or two should sit amongst the ‘news’. I’ve
included a snippet from our correspondence as well, illuminating as it is to the
lines that follow. Over to Steve...
The first was written 10 years after listening to a fire-a fire of oak that came from
a barn conversion I worked on in Herefordshire. I guess the wood to have come
from a tree seeded in 13th or 14th century. The pieces were too small for
imagination to make anything of at the time so they were burned with some awe
at their age. This reverence perhaps heightened the sense of music as they tinkled
and whooshed in the fireplace, rather sanctifying the 70's brick bungalow we
occupied in the process. Hearing this noise made me feel as though I listened
back in time, the wood retelling the story of its growth and all it had seen, there
is after all nothing that goes on without influencing all around.
The second piece, not unrelated in respect of communication, came from the
frustration of missing the moment, the ever present sense of social ineptitude,
slow from the start, slow to pick up, slow to stop, slow to accept, and the idea
that being still might illicit a happier sense of being that so often is interrupted
by speaking.
Both I hope suggest communion with self, stillness, and the natural world may
provide fruitful question.
Certainly self, lack of stillness, and the material world have a lot to answer for.
The dialectic is you and I. Is it craft that lies between question and answer?

Lintel and Stave
Lintel and stave
Stile and signature
Music
the house of God
Ears
the door to eternity
Contemplation
sonorous nascency
Past, present, future
Quiet instant illuminating all
Propose again
Is Ever’s refrain
Rehear dawn chorus
In the fireplace's crack and splutter
Where burning bower
Recalls blackbird claw clutch
Releases light of blue tit's flit
And embers hiss sap's swish
In vesper's wind-blown leafen song

The Thought Today
The thought today
As yesterday
What to say?
Will pass away
My body a tree
Would stand and be
And constance
Bring me near to thee
N.B. These poems are in Steve’s second book, The Disenchanted Would.
Copies are £9 inc. p&p – contact Steve at Steve.Anderson1961@yahoo.co.uk

Moss and Height Spring Wood
Rebecca Oaks
The first five years of the management plan at Moss
and Height Spring Wood are nearly over. Sadly we
must bid goodbye to the England Woodland Grant
Scheme which was very supportive of coppicing.
The grant provided a kick start to many of our
apprentices who were able to supplement the
products from the coppice with a bit of cash to help
buy in extra labour or a horse logger to help the job
along. There is still a bit of money though in the pot
to support current apprentices Graham Lindley,
Helen Clarke and Jamie Mann.

Coppiced oak regrowth, cut
by Sam Robinson in 15/16

We have marked up two coups one on the short rotation (7 years) and one on a
long rotation which is another predominantly alder area and very wet. We are
going to buy some new temporary fencing for it as there is not much that is
ready to come down yet on the coups already done. Also we were rather shocked
to find a roe deer in the oak coups that Sam Robinson had cut and when
disturbed flung themselves at the metal mesh netting and disappeared through
the wire! So we intend to use the black plastic mesh in future and hope that that
will form a more effective barrier.
Moss and Height Spring has hosted a few of
the Rusland Horizons Heritage Skills courses
this last year and will be the venue for Sam
Ansell’s Coppicing course over the winter. It is
a lovely spot for courses and brings back
happy memories of learning coppicing from
Bill on the very spot back in the 1990’s.

Besom bundles cut by Rachael and
Graeme awaiting collection, carefully
guarded by Dodger. 16/17

There will be regular volunteer days to come,
organised by CANW, and all help is very
much appreciated. Keep your eye on CANW
website and mailings and hope to see you
there soon.

Chair’s Chunterings
Rebecca Oaks
We are thrilled to have apprentice Helen Clarke on board to put a newsletter
together for us. There has been rather a lack of news over the past few years and
we are sorry that we have not been keeping you all informed of our work. When
I say lack of news I don’t mean that we haven’t been creating news, just not
sharing it! We have had a happy and productive era with many top quality
apprentices graduating and making a success of their respective businesses.
Earlier in the summer we were very pleased
to host Patricia Morrison of the Headley
Trust who came to visit to see for herself the
good work the Trust money had been put to.
She was impressed I hope and certainly put
in a good word for us with the Trustees when
they were considering a further three years
funding for us.
Apart from the Headley Trust our other main
funding stream at the moment is the Rusland
Horizons Heritage Lottery Scheme. We are
rather pleased with this project, not just that
we have two very different but equally
Patricia Morrison and Twiggy oak
bark peeling at Moss and Height
committed apprentices in Helen and Jamie,
Spring Wood this summer
or because it is based so centrally in the heart
of Bill Hogarth’s old stomping ground but also because we have had trouble
‘fitting’ the HLF model of apprenticeship and feel we have achieved this funding
almost by the ‘back door’!
Sometimes it seems amazing that we are still going strong and that the appetite
for this apprenticeship scheme and the capacity of the area to accommodate
new businesses continues to grow.
The donkey work is largely carried out by our phenomenal apprentice
coordinator Kath Morgan and our sincere thanks and gratitude to her for her
tireless energy and beyond the call of duty efforts, on a weekly (daily?) basis.

The whole scheme is backed up by an efficient team and special thanks to John
Gibbs who keeps the money in order and makes sure the apprentices don’t over
spend their budgets. Ian Taylor has been stalwart in his secretarial role, bringing
his laconic humour to the minutes of meetings so thank you to him too. All the
trustees put in their own brand of checks and balances on proceedings and this
makes it a very special industry led scheme that we can all be proud of.

The National Picture

Three of the BHMAT committee members (RO, KM, EM) regularly attend the
National Coppice Apprenticeship Steering group meetings. Chaired by Steve
Fowkes of the FC and mainly run by Richard Thomason of Small Woods, the
NCA has overseen a number of apprentices who have completed the Bill
Hogarth MBE Coppice Diploma. At present there are two in training
Michael Bennet - with Ken Galton in Hampshire and Jack Crowshaw – working
with Simon Fowler in Derbyshire. We have successfully obtained a further three
years funding from the Headley Trust and we are planning to split this money
between the NW and hopefully a new placement in Sussex and Surrey.

Glasgow Placement

Very much hot off the press is the appointment of new apprentice Iain Paterson
to work at Green Aspirations in Glasgow. Paul Cookson the mainstay of GA has
built an interesting business offering woodland experiences to children at his
site up towards Loch Lomond. He also manages woodland within and around
the city and hopes that having an apprentice will enable him to expand that side
of the work and create new products and markets for coppice products in
Scotland.

THANKS FOR READING – SEE YOU ALL AT THE AGM!

